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A: You are using a format that is not supported in the script - it's Visual Basic script - but you are trying to use it in Python. If you check the source of the original script, you'll see that there's no Python
actually included - just a Visual Basic-esque language and the Python syntax. Just search for Python in the script, then replace the lines with the exact lines you have to make it work in Python.
Because that might be slightly off-topic, here's a link to the original script: Q: Reshaping An Object Using TypeCast I have an object of class SPSite which is as follows Class SPSite Public Event

SPUserAdded(ByVal sender As SPSite, ByVal user As SPUser) Public Event SPUserChanged(ByVal sender As SPSite, ByVal user As SPUser) Public Event SPUserRemoved(ByVal sender As SPSite, ByVal
user As SPUser) End Class I want to be able to go and get an SPUser from the user list. Once I have the user I want to be able to convert it to class SPUser. I tried to use the following but the object is

always null when I run this Dim site As SPSite = CType(spsite, SPSite) Dim user = CType(site.AllUsers, SPUser) Dim newuser As SPUser = CType(user, SPUser) Does anyone know how I can accomplish
this? A: There is a type of missing: it is the type of the variable of site. AllUsers property of SPSite. So the correct is: Dim site As SPSite = CType(spsite, SPSite) Dim user As SPUser =

CType(site.AllUsers, SPUser) Dim newuser As SPUser = CType(user, SPUser) BTW: AllSPSite.AllUsers is IEnumerable, so you need to use Cast: Dim user As SPUser =
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and the output for malvado (just a note that it's semicolons seperated): 1 2 3 5 1 5 5 and so on, you see it "replacing" the first one with the the second. But, can I make a script to do that
automatically? I mean that I'm using regular expressions in the input, so I have an idea of what I have to do with the output. My question would be: how can I transform data according to my output?

Thanks in advance. A: sed -r "s/@.*@/#@/g; s/;/1/g; s/@.*@/2/g; s/2;/3/g; s/@.*@/4/g; s/4;/5/g; s/@.*@/6/g; s/6;/7/g; s/@.*@/8/g; s/8;/9/g" x11-file.txt sed -r "s/@.*@/#@/g; s/;/1/g; s/@.*@/2/g; s/2;/3/g;
s/@.*@/4/g; s/4;/5/g; s/@.*@/6/g; s/6;/7/g; s/@.*@/8/g; s/8;/9/g" malvado.txt If you want to read x11-file from file instead of x11-file.txt and malvado.txt from file instead of from stdin then read it from

somewhere else and feed it to sed -f script.txt. Take care with sed: sed -r "s/[^@]*@.*@/#@/g; s/[^;]*;/1/g; s/[^;]*;/2/g; s/[^;]*;/3/g; s/[^;]*;/4/g; s/[^;]*;/5/g; s/[^;]*;/6/g; s/[^;]*;/7/g; s/[^;]*;/8/g
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